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Letter from the Dais

Esteemed delegates,

It’s my pleasure to welcome you to this year’s in-person hosting of BrewMUNC! Thank you for

choosing to attend our conference, despite how emotionally and physically draining things have become. Thank

you for staying engaged, and—if this is your first time—thank you for giving Model U.N. a try! We’ll do our

best to deliver an intriguing, memorable committee, and I sincerely hope you enjoy your time negotiating and

problem-solving with others!

In this committee, we’ll be addressing one of the most famous conclusions to war in all of history: the

Treaty of Versailles. Set in June of 1919, global superpowers and disadvantaged nations alike band together to

reach a consensus on how to conclude World War I, which cost millions of lives across the world and shattered

the earth with new technologies. The Triple Alliance, the Triple Entente, and all of the countries in between will

discuss who to blame for the war, where new territories will be formed, how peace must be restored, and whether

or not the world will ever be the same.

As a high school senior, this is now my fourth year as a member of Brewster’s Model U.N. club, my

third year as a staff member of BrewMUNC, and my second year as an officer. Although it’s rather cliche to say

it, Model U.N. changed me. When I first joined my freshman year, I was a total hermit crab; never raising my

hand in class, always the first to sit in the back row, and spending most of my time scribbling in notebooks, my

only incentive to join was my love for social sciences. I soon found myself heavily involved in the club,

attending conferences both local and international by my sophomore year. It definitely took a while, but I’m

proud to say that being a delegate and collaborating with total strangers all these years has made me more

outspoken, motivated, and confident. Aside from Model U.N., I’m also an avid violinist, painter and writer!

Once again, thank you for your commitment to BrewMUNC’s Treaty of Versailles committee! I hope

you’ll enjoy, and I can’t wait to see how you rewrite history.

Angelika Tyhansky

Head Chair

Treaty of Versailles



Letter from the Dais, cont.

Dearest delegates,

My name is Dylan DiDona, and this is my first time serving as a staff member in BrewMUNC. I joined

the club in my sophomore year of high school due to my passion for geography and history, and immediately

became fascinated by the club’s nature. My favorite committee I’ve ever participated is the first one I’ve

participated in, which was on the Yugoslav Wars. Despite it being my first experience as a delegate, I had a blast

dealing with the crisis updates on such an intricate conflict. Outside of Model U.N., I run cross country in the

fall, ski in the winter, and play on the baseball team in the spring.

I’m excited to chair a committee for the first time and have no doubt that you all will do your best to

come together and solve this conflict with open minds. I hope that the committee will be a fun, enriching

experience during these difficult times. Thank you for participating, and I can’t wait to see how you do!

Dylan DiDona

Vice-Chair

Treaty of Versailles



Parliamentary Procedure & Mechanics

Overview: The committee will run on a speaker’s list. The chair will recognize delegates wishing to speak, and

motions will be entertained after each speech has elapsed. For procedural matters, a simple majority of 50% + 1

will be required and each delegate must vote either in favor or against; no abstentions will be entertained. No

pre-set time limits on speeches are established; this determination, as well as any other particulars of procedure,

is left to the discretion of the committee or the chair, as appropriate. The chair shall have final authority on all

procedural questions and will occasionally entertain appeals.

Language and Attire: The working and official language of the committee shall be English. All delegates are

expected to wear Western Business Attire.

Electronic Devices: All electronic devices not being utilized for committee purposes are prohibited from the

committee room unless otherwise stated by the Chair. Timers and stopwatches are permitted. Please have your

cameras on throughout the conference weekend. If there are issues with this, please contact your committee

Chair.

Motion for a Moderated Caucus: Specifies the topic of debate, the length of the caucus, and the speaker’s

time. Much of the committee is expected to take place in a moderated caucus.

Motion for an Unmoderated Caucus: The committee may choose to move into an unmoderated caucus for a

certain length of time, in which delegates may move freely about the room and speak to each other without

direction from the Chair. However, it will be at the Chair’s discretion to prohibit unmoderated caucus at certain

times during committee.

Point of Order: May interrupt a speaker and can be raised when the delegate believes the rules of procedure

have been violated by the Chair or another delegate. The chair will stop the proceedings of the committee and

ask the delegate to provide warranted arguments as to which rules of procedure have been violated.

Point of Personal Privilege: May be raised when a delegate’s ability to participate in debate is impaired for any

physical or logistical reason (e.g. if the speaker is not audible). This point may interrupt a speech, and the dais

will immediately attempt to resolve the difficulty.

Point of Inquiry: This point may be raised by a delegate who wishes to clarify any rule of procedure with the

Chair. It may not interrupt a speaker, and a delegate rising to this point may not make any substantive statements

or arguments.

Point of Information: This point may be raised by a delegate to either clarify a point or motion or to bring

substantive information to the notice. It may not interrupt a speaker, and must contain only a statement of some

new fact that may have relevance to debate. Arguments and analyses may not be made by delegates rising to this

point. A point of information may also be used to ask questions of a speaker on the general speakers list.



Right of Reply: May be invoked in the rare case that a delegate feels their personal dignity or integrity has been

deliberately offended. This motion will be judged at the Chair’s discretion

Motion to Suspend Debate: Suspends debate for a stipulated amount of time.

Motion to Adjourn: This motion brings the committee’s deliberation to an end, and is only admissible when

suggested by the Chair.

Motion to Introduce Documents: Puts the document on the floor to be debated by the committee. The

sponsor(s) of the document will be asked to read the document and then, if deemed appropriate, the Chair will

entertain a moderated caucus on the topic.

Motion to Divide the Question: This motion may be moved by a delegate to split a document into its

component clauses for the purpose of voting. This may be done when a delegate feels that there is significant

support for some clauses of the document, but not for the complete document.

Motion for a Roll Call Vote: A delegate may move to have the vote conducted in alphabetical order.

Motion for a Q&A Session: At the Chair’s discretion, after a document has been submitted for debate, a

delegate may motion for a questioning and answering session with the document’s writer(s) to further understand

the contents of the document. The rules of debate will be suspended for a session whose length is subject to the

Chair’s discretion.

Motion for Speakers For and Against: If it would help the proceedings of the committee, a delegate may

motion for speakers for and against a document.

Motion to Enter Voting Procedure: Debate is suspended and the committee votes on the document(s) in

question.

Amendments: After the first draft of a committee document has been introduced, delegates may move to amend

particular clauses of the draft. If the amendment is supported by all the sponsors of the documents, it passes as a

friendly amendment. Committee Documents represent the product of the committee’s deliberations and their

collective decisions.

Resolutions: Resolutions are standard orders. All direct actions taken by this committee require a resolution.

Resolutions pass with a simple majority.

Between Delegates: Delegates can pass notes freely to other delegates within the committee or speak to other

delegates during unmoderated caucus. However, talking during another delegate’s speech is not permitted.

To the Dais: Delegates may also communicate with the Chair through notes. Delegates should feel free to write

any questions or comments to the Chair that may improve the committee experience.



Position Papers

Position papers should detail what a position’s stance on the various topics of debate are. A quality position

paper also describes what the delegate intends on accomplishing during the course of the conference, which may

include who they plan on allying with and what policies they plan on suggesting to the committee. Although an

ample amount of information is provided in the prep packet, it is highly recommended that delegates conduct

outside research on their own time prior to the conference in order to better gauge their position’s opinions and

possible course of action.

Position papers are not required to be eligible for awards in this committee. However, they are highly

recommended in order for delegates to familiarise themselves with their objectives. Please type position papers

using standard MLA format, double-spaced, size 12 Times New Roman font. A position paper of decent length

typically ranges from one to one-and-one-half pages. Email a PDF file of your position paper to

angelika.tyhansky@brewsterschools.org. Please include your position name in the subject line of the email.

mailto:angelika.tyhansky@brewsterschools.org


Historical Background

“World War I wasn’t the most destructive war or the first total war, and it certainly wasn’t—despite its

billing—the war to end all wars. But it was the war to change all wars.” These words by world-renowned author

John Green illustrate the grand moral of events taking place in the early 20th-century, known today as World War

I. Lasting from July of 1914 to November of 1918, involving countries from the banks of the Pacific to the

shores of the Atlantic, and revolutionising crimes against humanity forever, the supposed Great War was one to

radically change the course of world history.

Even today, World War I is a controversial event to be discussed—mainly due to the debate surrounding

what, in particular, caused it. Not one event can be pinpointed as the sole, unadulterated cause of the conflict.

Often, the simplest explanation for the deaths of those 20 million is a combination of steadfast militarism, a web

of alliances, extreme nationalism, firm agendas of imperialism, and the assassination of an Austrian archduke.

Most of these elements were brewing for years, even decades, and it was a matter of time before conflict of some

sort would arise, as a result. Only one of the aforementioned—assassination—was a short-term cause of the war

and, ultimately, the catalyst for a fatal chain of events.



The Assassination

On June 28, 1914, on a visit to the

Austro-Hungarian province of Bosnia &

Herzegovina, heir Archduke Franz Ferdinand was

assassinated. The perpetrator, nineteen-year-old

Gavrilo Princip, was a devout member of the Black

Hand: a secret military organisation which sought to

unify the Yugoslav states under Serbian rule and

expel Austro-Hungarian rule in Bosnia &

Herzegovina.

Naturally, the assassination caused

immediate outrage. A month after the incident, the Austro-Hungarian Empire issued the Austrian ultimatum to

Serbia, under the impression that the Serbian government had plotted the assassination with the Black Hand.

The Austrian ultimatum detailed a few basic points: Serbia would suppress propaganda against

Austria-Hungary; Serbia would conduct an investigation of the assassination and the political groups involved;

Serbia would punish various officials and government workers; and Serbia would acknowledge

Austria-Hungary’s rule. Generally, this ultimatum is acknowledged as being intentionally harsh and impossible

to accept. A response was expected within two days’ time.

The month interval between the assassination and the issuing of the ultimatum consisted of conspiring.

Knowing that the Serbian regime would likely fail to comply with the ultimatum, the Austro-Hungarian

Empire—having little to show for their military—contacted the German foreign ministry. An agreement was

formed in that Germany would support Austria-Hungary, should military action need to be taken against Serbia.

It’s suspected that the original intent of this blank check between Germany and Austria-Hungary was not to stir

war, but rather to subdue Serbian radicals and reestablish Austria-Hungary’s authority.

Regardless of the intentions, the ultimatum was rejected in a form similar to capitulation. This made the

possibility of war seem unnecessary, yet, on July 28, 1914, Austria-Hungary declared war on Serbia. This set the

gears of global conflict in motion.

A Series of Unfortunate Events

In addition to the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand, militarism and the intricate web of alliances

formed prior to the summer of 1914 contributed to the massive involvement and impact of World War I. On July

30th, soon after Austria-Hungary declared war, Russia’s army officially mobilised in support of Serbia. On



August 1st, France also mobilised in support of Russia, while Germany mobilised and declared war on Russia.

On August 3rd, Germany also declared war on France. By this point, Germany and Austria-Hungary’s original

plans of subduing Serbia had exploded into a conflict stretching to Western Europe. In hopes of resolving

France’s involvement, Germany launched an invasion via Belgium, although this spurred the attention of the

British. On August 4th, Britain declared war on Germany, as a result. Germany and Austria-Hungary, neither in

shape to take on all four European nations at once, required the support of the Ottoman Empire.

The Triple Entente, though fuelled by Britain, France and Russia, had colonies and allies across the

globe. It was a matter of mere months before Japan, Canada, Australia, India, Egypt, South Africa, and other

territories were roped into the conflict. By the end of 1914, the single bullet wound in Franz Ferdinand’s neck

had escalated into a war that stretched from Atlantic to Pacific, north to south, touching every continent save

Antarctica.



The Western Front

The first real act of war occurred on August 4, 1914. According to a plan devised by German strategist Count

Alfred von Schlieffen, known as the Schlieffen Plan, German forces were to knock out opponents one at a time.

France would be the first target, where the Germans would launch a surprise invasion via the Belgian-French

border. Once they were defeated, the Germans would then be deployed to Russia, assuming it took that long for

the Russian troops to mobilise. The sole foundation to this plan was the assumption that France was weak and

Russia was slow.

From the fateful day the first German troops crossed the Belgian border to the day the city of Liege was

captured, death and destruction was left in the wake of the Germans. Interpreting this as an act of offense, Britain

and France retaliated. By September, the two nations’ forces met the Germans at the First Battle of Marne in

northeastern France. Germany’s men were forced north of the Aisne River, and what followed was the grueling,

notoriously pain-staking process of combat that is trench warfare.

The First Battle of the Aisne in September of 1914 marked the

beginning of trench warfare. Lasting for the entirety of the war, this type

of combat utilised military trenches, barbed wire and camouflage to give

the defense the advantage in battle. Under the protection of dugout

systems, soldiers could easily shoot unsuspecting targets trudging

through the largely open plains. Common weapons included rifles,

grenades, and machine guns—which increased in popularity as time

went on. Some nations, including Britain, were hesitant to embrace the machine gun, unlike the Central Powers.

They were thought to provide an unfair and immoral advantage to defensive lines. The barren lands between

trenches soon came to be known as “no man’s land” due to the

despondent lack of life and activity and, by 1917, sometimes

stretched to over a kilometer in length. Despite the direct

dangers of trench warfare, more casualties were caused by

inconspicuous factors: disease, starvation, mental illness, et

alia.

One of the most infamous battles of World War I was the

Battle of the Somme. Spanning over nearly five months over

the summer and autumn of 1916, the joint-offensive between

France and Britain attacked German forces after an

eighteen-month deadlock of pure trench warfare. The Allied

forces needed the upper hand, and taking back the Somme proved to be essential to their goal. The Battle of the



Somme saw the first use of tanks in human history; in September of that year, the British attempted to shatter

German lines using heavy machinery, and although the new technology was victorious in crossing trenches and

wire entanglements, it would be a while before they had any dramatic effects on the outcome of the battle.

During the Battle of the Somme, the British suffered the most loss they had than at any other point in the war,

with over 50,000 casualties in just the first day of battle on July 1st.

The exact estimation of the military casualties resulting from the four years of warfare on the Western

Front vary, with values starting at 10 million. Central and western nations, most notably France, were left in

shambles, and irreversible economic damage had been done.

The Eastern Front

Although significantly larger in terms of land mass, the Eastern Front experienced less notoriety compared to the

technologically- and strategically-advanced Western Front. Regardless, the Eastern Front roped in the Ottoman

Empire, Austria-Hungary, Russia, and the majority of the Balkan peninsula.

The first act of warfare occurs with a Russian offensive against East Prussia. From August to September

of 1914, two Russian armies attacked the German Eighth Army in the battles of Tannenberg and the Masurian

Lakes. In theory, the Russians should have faced an easy victory; however, due to poor coordination, leadership,

and tactics, the Germans won. The Russian Second Army, in particular, experienced losses as great as 180,000.

The Eastern Front continued for the next four years with Russia, the third pillar of the Triple Entente, in

the spotlight. This proved to be a dark age in Russian

history, as the Russian industries were too

underdeveloped and conservative to keep up with the

advanced technologies of World War I. The Russian

economy plummeted, and civilians faced plights

including starvation and familial loss. It didn’t take long

for a revolt to occur, and, having to endure civil unrest

due to the Bolshevik Revolution in 1917, the nation

began losing motivation to remain involved in the war.

Finally, after months of stalemate between Germany and

Imperial Russia, negotiations were underway. The Treaty

of Brest-Litovsk, signed on March 3, 1918, terminated

Russia’s participation in World War I.



Concluding the Great War

Four years, three months and thirteen days of global conflict resulted in one of the most cataclysmic records of

human loss ever known. Military casualties were at the fault of direct combat, including injuries sustained from

machine guns and tanks, as well as from long-term factors, such as disease and mental illness. Likewise,

civilians were also a target of tragedy, subject to death by human and natural forces alike.

Apart from logistics, the global economy also experienced severe turmoil. In order to sustain war efforts,

the domestic economies of each nation were forced to adapt to the ever-changing situation. Whether this meant

mobilising industries, modifying international trade, further developing agriculture, or transitioning from a



market to a state-influenced economy, a stable system to support the deployed troops and their resources was

vital. Debt was inevitable as chaos erupted across Europe, and where these finances would be sourced ultimately

depended on war reparations.

To ensure that catastrophe doesn’t strike once again, a “general association of nations” may be necessary,

in the words of Woodrow Wilson. The United States, which abstained from involvement until 1917, conjured the

vision of a just system between world powers, loosely known as the League of Nations. If a league of this sort

were to be formed fairly, it would prevent future conflict from breaching the same moral boundaries the Great

War did.

The three main states associated with the Central Powers - Germany, Austria-Hungary and the Ottoman

Empire - will not retain voting rights, having lost the war.

Ultimately, the fate of the world rests in the hands of those present at the negotiating and signing of the

Treaty of Versailles in June of 1919.



Topics

I. Guilt

The Great War was fought between two main alliances: the Triple Entente and the Triple

Alliance. Many believe the Triple Alliance is at fault, since Austria-Hungary was the first to

declare war, but the Triple Entente also decided to engage. Who deserves the blame for the war?

Should blame be placed at all? If so, does one country deserve to bear the burden, or should a

whole alliance suffer?

II. Reparations

Many sacrifices were made in the Great War, including financial stability across Europe. Many

countries will be demanding for financial reparations. How should these reparations be paid off?

Should the countries at fault pay for these reparations? How can the world’s economy recover?

III. Borders

Disadvantaged countries and colonies alike suffered under the rule of other, more powerful

nations during the Great War. This includes states in the Balkan peninsula, the Baltic region, and

colonies outside of Europe. Which countries deserve to rule over them? Should they gain their

own independence? Do countries at fault deserve their colonies? Exactly how will the world

map look after the Great War?

IV. Arms

In order to prevent the next major war, should arms be reduced? Some may argue that, without

arms, self-defence is impossible. Others may say that a lack of arms reduces the need for

self-defence at all. Should all countries reduce arms or only those at fault? How can a cease in

the production of arms be guaranteed? Consider what novel technologies have been developed

during the war and how they now affect the world.

V. League of Nations

The League of Nations is a worldwide organization designed to guarantee world peace. How can

it be crafted to ensure that every country receives a vote? Should all countries receive the right

to vote, even those at fault for the war? Does failing to participate in the League of Nations mark

that country as hostile? Should the organization be led by one country or attempt a true

democracy?



Positions

Major Combatants

- Germany

Because Germany was the first to commit an act of war in its invasion of Belgium, the nation is

perceived by many as the main perpetrator of the war. As a result, Germany maintains few

advantages in negotiations. Largely concerned with taking as few blows as possible, its greatest

allies are Austria-Hungary and the other members of the Central Powers. The German colonies

of Kamerun, Ruanda-Urundi, the German Samoa, and the Marshall Islands are in danger of

secession. The military and navy, now in shambles, are in danger of suppression. If it is to

survive the treaty with as little consequences as possible, Germany must seek the support of

other, neutral nations.

- Austria-Hungary

Once an impressive empire, Austria-Hungary is now on the brink of collapse. Very early into the

war, it became clear that the Austro-Hungarian military was ill-equipped for war and, thus,

largely depended on the Germans for protection. As the domestic economy deteriorated,

Czechoslovaks and Southern Slavs demanded independence. It is clear that Austria-Hungary is

in no position to make demands, although it strongly believes in Serbia as being the cause for

war. Appealing diplomacy must be exercised to the fullest extent in order to lose as little

territory and power as possible.

- Ottoman Empire

Being a collapsing empire in the crossroads of Europe and Asia, amidst civil unrest, and having

most Arabian and coastal land occupied by the Entente, the Ottomans are at the end of the line.

The empire is under suspicion of committing war crimes, most notoriously the Armenian

Genocide, which started in April of 1915 and is still being undergone, despite the Ottomans

being practically bankrupt. Land is sought after by the Kurds, Iraqi, British and Greek. In order

to survive the treaty, the support of neutral and powerful nations is needed.

- Britain

A key member of the Triple Entente, Britain was a direct contributor to the victory of the Allies.

However, like many other nations, Britain’s economy is in tatters. The Royal Navy, once

unparalleled, proved vulnerable when threatened by the German navy; now, it’s in Britain’s

interest to neutralise the German military in order to reestablish itself as the supreme naval



power of the world. Additionally, imperialist Britain seeks possession of Germany’s colonies in

order to expand the empire on which the sun never sets. However, Germany is still needed as a

trading partner, so assigning major war reparations would be unwise.

- France

Possibly the most damaged and dismantled country in the committee, France—a defining

member of the Triple Entente—was the cradle of bloodshed in the Western Front. Battles such

as the Battle of the Somme and the First Battle of the Aisne left the nation in severe economic

disrepair that must be recovered through major war reparations. If Germany were to be assigned

these reparations, it would also inhibit its economy from recovering, thus erasing it as a future

threat to France. Alsace-Lorraine, ceded by France to Germany after the Franco-German War in

the 19th century, is a major territorial objective, along with Memel Territory.

- Russia

Very early on in the war, it was clear that Russia was in no place to fight; with an

underdeveloped industry, war efforts couldn’t effectively be sustained, leading to a faulty

domestic economy and civilian uprisings. The October Revolution in 1917 saw the

establishment of a communist Russia that wanted nothing to do with the war—hence, the

Brest-Litovsk Treaty renounced Russia’s involvement in March of 1918. However, with the war

as a whole coming to a close, Russia not only seeks internal stability but repossession of its

recently-seceded territories in the Baltic and Caucasus regions, as well. It is currently at war

with the Lithuanians, Poles, and Estonians.

- Italy

Although a former member of the Central Powers, Italy joined World War I on the side of the

Triple Entente in 1915. Having unified in 1859, its economy was weak and heavily-dependent

on agriculture from the very start of its involvement. This, coupled with extreme financial and

human loss, led to an unstable Italian economy in which war reparations are needed. An

adversary of Austria-Hungary, it seeks some amount of territory from the empire—most

critically Dalmatia—as well as some Mediterranean and Balkan territory.

- United States

The youthful United States—just over a century old—is seen by many nations as a powerful

influence and a paragon of diplomacy. Unlike the vast majority of those involved, the United

States actually benefited greatly from World War I; having been in an economic recession since

before the conflict, the war effort provided ample opportunities for employment. Because of this,

no real interest in war reparations exists. However, the U.S. maintains a strict agenda of



achieving world peace and ratifying Wilson’s Fourteen Points—especially through the

establishment of the League of Nations.

Minor Combatants

- Kingdom of Serbs, Croats & Slovenes

With the assassination of the Austrian archduke, the Central Powers will be eager to blame

Serbia for the Great War. The nation’s geographic locations don’t help, as it is surrounded on all

sides by enemies: Bulgaria, Austria-Hungary, and the Ottoman Empire. Having recently unified

the slavic states, the new Kingdom of Serbs, Croats & Slovenes—commonly referred to as the

Versailles State—seeks the reduction of arms in the Central Powers, as it would reaffirm the

safety of the kingdom from the looming threat that is Austria-Hungary. However, a collective

reduction of arms would not prove fortunate to the young kingdom. Because Montenegro is also

a part of the kingdom, both delegates must vote together on resolutions.

- Bulgaria

As a member of the Central Powers, Bulgaria’s main incentive for joining the war was regaining

resources lost from the Second Balkan War in 1913. The nation's forces invaded Serbia in

September of 1915, launching the beginning of its participation in the Great War. Although the

smallest member of the Central Powers, Bulgaria was a critical component of the common war

effort, providing a link between Germany and the Ottomans. Due to their alliances, Bulgaria

faces allegations of disrupting world order and peace and seeks to preserve its military and

power.

- Belgium

Although neutral before the war, the German invasion of Belgium in August of 1914 gave the

nation no other choice but to declare war on the Germans. As the first country to be directly

impacted by the war, Belgium’s cities were ransacked, and its economy soon followed. It seeks

to restore and expand its economy through war reparations made by Germany, as well as to form

a buffer state on the left bank of the Rhine, should Germany remain a threat to Belgium.

- Japan

Nestled in the Pacific Ocean, Japan played a key role in the naval front during the war against

Germany. Compared to other nations, Japan’s casualties were relatively low, meaning it does not

actively seek war reparations. However, German possession of the Marshall Islands and other

Pacific territory is sought out by the Japanese, as this would give them an advantage over the

Chinese. As an Asian country, Japan faces discrimination by European powers and wishes to

affirm the equality of all nations, regardless of race—perhaps through the League of Nations.



- China

Surprisingly, China played a key and active role in the Great War, given its location. Chinese

laborers—allied with the British—comprised the largest workforce outside of Europe. The

nation’s original intent was to deploy troops but was denied this liberty due to Japan’s intent on

remaining the powerhouse of the East. This, on top of a deep history of conflict with the

Japanese, increased tensions between the two nations. Although China aided the Allies, it wasn't

particularly interested in their allyship. Its ultimate goal is to retake Qingdao from Germany, to

establish free trading rights on international waters, to surpass Japan in power, and to attain

racial equality.

- Romania

Due to varying opinions among Romanian officials, the nation chose to remain neutral for the

first two years of war. Upon the death of King Carol I, who supported Germany, Romania

earnestly joined the side of the Entente in August of 1916. A year later, a stalemate between

Romania and the Central Powers ensued, and the Treaty of Bucharest in 1918 temporarily

suspended Romania’s involvement in the war. By 1918, however, the country had rejoined the

Allied powers just a day before the end of the war in November of 1918. Intimidated by the

surrounding Central Powers, Romania seeks the reduction of arms in Bulgaria and

Austria-Hungary. Additionally, according to the Treaty of Bucharest in 1916, Romania was

promised Transylvania, Banat and Partium by the Allied powers.

- Portugal

During the first half of the war, Portugal managed to remain neutral, despite multiple

occurrences of hostility occurring between the nation and Germany. By March of 1916, the

tensions had boiled over, and Portugal reciprocated Germany’s declaration of war. Because

Portugal joined the war late, it may be hard for the nation to receive any territorial or financial

war reparations. Despite this, Portugal prioritises acquisition of the Kionga Triangle and other

Pacific islands. Like China, the nation also hopes to exercise free trade on international waters.

- Greece

At the outbreak of the Great War, Greece faced intense internal political conflict. King

Constantine was intent on remaining neutral while Prime Minister Eleftherios Venizelos

favoured joining the Entente. It wasn’t until the summer of 1917 that Greece finally joined the

side of the Allies, focusing mainly on battling Bulgaria in the Macedonian front. Compared to

other nations, Greece’s losses were fairly low, by the end of the war. The nation seeks to gain the

territories of Western and Eastern Thrace from the Ottomans, as well as the Smyrna area. As the

Ottomans’ archenemy, their demilitarisation would prove beneficial.



- Montenegro

- The Kingdom of Montenegro, germinating from a history deeply rooted in Balkan brotherhood,

allies itself with the Triple Entente and Serbia. Having been occupied by Austria-Hungary for

the last two years of the war, Montenegro was threatened by the power of larger countries,

causing the majority of its citizens to call for unification with Serbia in spite of protest by their

exiled king. The state wishes to see that Austria-Hungary pays reparations and that arms within

the Central Powers are reduced. Because Montenegro is also a part of the Kingdom of Serbs,

Croats & Sloevenes, both delegates must have the same vote on resolutions.

- Brazil

The only Latin American country to be directly involved in the war, Brazil initially adopted a

neutral position. In 1917, however, German attacks on Brazilian merchant ships as a result of

unrestricted submarine warfare led to Brazilian riots, and the country officially declared war on

the Central Powers in October of that year. Brazil’s ideals are most closely aligned with the

United States, and it supports the foundation of the League of Nations in order to stabilise

international relations. The nation also seeks German compensation for its lost merchant ships.

- Canada

Despite its geographic location, Canada proved to be a vital component of the Entente and a

formidable opponent to the Central Powers. As a British Dominion, Britain’s declaring war on

Germany in 1914 immediately meant Canada would be involved in the war effort. On the same

day, the Governor General of Canada independently declared war on Germany. As a result,

Canada’s ideals are most closely aligned with Britain’s, and the territory also seeks world peace,

much like the neighboring United States.

- Australia

As a British dominion, Australia enthusiastically entered the war as soon as Britain declared war

on Germany. Within months, however, it became clear that the efforts would produce much

graver losses than initially perceived, as Australia partook in most major battles fought on the

Western Front. Australia’s ideals are most closely aligned with Britain’s, although it exercises

self-government and acts as its own nation—especially since the defeat of the ANZACs at

Gallipoli. The establishment of the League of Nations may grant Australia recognition as an

independent nation. It also seeks the acquisition of New Guinea from Germany.

- South Africa

As a self-governing British colony, the Union of South Africa entered the war on behalf of the

Entente, despite resistance by the Boer population. During the war, South African successfully

deposed the German colonial administration in Namibia, unofficially placing the territory in its



possession. The colony’s priority is to officially recognise Namibia as South Africa and to

acquire independence. To do this, the sympathy of other, more powerful nations is needed.

- Poland

As Russian territory, Poland joined the war on the side of the Entente. Shortly into the war,

however, Germans invaded the state and would remain until the signing of an armistice in 1918.

Terrible human loss occurred on the land, as the state is situated directly in the Eastern Front,

experiencing threats from Russia, Germany and Austria-Hungary. By the end of the war, the

Second Polish Republic gained independence. Since then, old tensions with Russia have ensued,

and, in February of 1919, the Polish-Soviet War erupted. Poland is most intent on ridding of

German and Russian threats, gaining territory from the Germans, preserving its Ukrainian

territory, earning war reparations, and reaffirming independence.

- Lithuania

Before the outbreak of war, Lithuania was under the control of the Russian administration,

meaning it was automatically deemed an ally of the Entente. In 1915, Germans invaded

Lithuania, and the state remained under German occupation until the signing of an armistice in

November of 1918. That same month, Russia renounced the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk and

attempted to regain control of Lithuania as part of the global proletarian revolution. Since then,

Lithuania has been at war with the Bolsheviks. It sees the Treaty of Versailles as a possible

means for reaffirming independence and also seeks the acquisition of Memel territory from

Germany—although that may end up in French hands.

- Siam

Fearing remaining neutral would lead to dramatic consequences, the Siamese monarchy—

located in Southeast Asia—joined the side of the Entente in 1917. By September of 1918,

Siamese troops were serving on the Western Front, although the armistice concluding the war

followed shortly afterward. Due to its limited involvement, Siamese demands for war

reparations are extremely low. Siam hopes to attain freedom of taxation and to establish the

League of Nations.

- Iraq

Up until the British victory in the Mesopotamia Campaign in March of 1917, Iraq remained

under the control of the Ottomans. This meant Iraq joined the war on the side of the Central

Powers, albeit against its will. Now under rule of the British-established oligarchy, Iraq actively

seeks independence. Ultimately, the sympathy of larger, more powerful nations will need to be

acquired in order to steer from the clutches of the Ottomans and British.

- India



Under the British Raj, India joined the war on the side of the Entente and served primarily on the

Western Front. Over one million Indians served, resulting in almost 100,000 casualties. Indian

loss did not end with the conclusion of the war; the Third Anglo-Afghan War began in May of

1919 and is currently ensuing. With the Montagu–Chelmsford Reforms of 1919, India’s

exercising of self-government is gradually manifesting; however, simultaneously, the British Raj

gained more control over India through the Rowlatt Act. Now, the territory’s main goals are to

achieve self-government—and possibly even independence—at a faster rate while also

concluding the Third Anglo-Afghan War.

- Haiti

Shortly after the United States declared war on Germany, Haiti—occupied by the U.S.—entered

World War I, largely due to the heavy German submarine activity in its territory. In chaos

following the brutal death of President Vilbrun Guillaume Sam, the U.S.-occupied Haiti

struggles to maintain internal peace, much less international peace. Regardless, its main concern

is driving American forces, including the pro-U.S. government, out of the country and

reaffirming its independence.

- Belarus

As a result of the Brest-Litovsk Treaty, Belarus tasted independence for a very brief moment, as

it soon after became split between Poland and Soviet Russia. As of now, Belarus remains an

occupied state caught in the crossfires of the Polish-Soviet War and wishes to declare

independence once more, hopefully this time less short-lived. Due to tensions with both

Germany and Russia, Belarus retains no real alliances, but that could very well change if power

is on the line.

- Ukraine

Seven months into the Polish-Ukrainian War and several years into its civil war, Ukraine

struggles to keep its head afloat as the floodgates of anarchy and occupation remain wide open.

Many parts of the country are in the hands of foreign and mightier powers, including Poland,

Romania, and the fearsome Soviets - not to mention that the southern region is completely

overrun with anarchists. Needless to say, Ukraine must seek inner stability quickly if it is to be

recognised as a free and independent state. Because it has been a hub of violence in the Eastern

Front, Ukraine is hostile with the Central Powers and the Soviets, and remains at war with

Poland over Western Ukraine. The state needs support - even if it means forging unlikely

alliances.

- Estonia



Serving most of the war as a component of the Russian Army, Estonia has yearned for freedom

as an independent state. Currently roped in the Russian Civil War as a defensive campaign,

Estonia declared independence on February 24, 1918, but has yet to receive international

recognition. On top of Russian occupation, Germany occupied the state from October of 1917 to

November of 1918. Ultimately, Estonia hopes to see both Germany and Russia suffer

consequences but, most of all, wishes for international recognition of independence.

- Latvia

Currently an independent state, Latvia endured incredible hardships to achieve security and

freedom. Since the beginning of the 20th century, the German gentry and Tsarist government of

Russia oppressed Latvians, leading to the Revolution of 1905. Tensions ensued through to World

War I, in which hundreds of thousands of refugees resulted from German occupation and heavy

casualties resulted from service as riflemen in the Russian Army. Needless to say, Latvia wishes

for both Russia and Germany to make amends, on top of international recognition of

independence.

Neutral States

- Spain

Generally regarded as one of the most significant neutral states during the war, Spain declared

neutrality in August of 1914, despite its geographic location. Political sentiments within Spain

were divided, as the upper “Germanophile” class favoured the Central Powers while the middle

to lower “Francophile” classes favoured the Entente. This division was further deepened by

German U-boat campaigns, which cost approximately 100 Spanish lives. Ultimately, Spain

seeks world peace and unity, having recently launched the European War Office, as well as the

preservation of its colonies.

- Switzerland

Famous for remaining uninvolved despite its geographic location in the center of conflict,

Switzerland has minimal interest in picking sides. Much of the general population is politically

divided; although most favour the Central Powers, the Italian- and French-speaking populations

favour the Entente. The war proved to be a catalyst for the growth of the Swiss banking industry,

resulting in an influx of refugees and immigrants. As a major trading partner of Germany, Swiss

seeks further financial stability, including the continued importation of fossil fuels.

- The Netherlands

Due to its location between Britain and Germany, the Netherlands believed a strict policy of

neutrality would guarantee its safety in the war. For a time, the Dutch were falsely accused of



supporting the German invasion of Belgium in 1914. Eventually, these sentiments dissolved, but

the war continued to affect the Netherlands as it became a cesspool for espionage. Dutch citizens

were sought after by both the Central Powers and Entente as potential spies throughout the war.

Ultimately, the Netherlands seeks the demilitarisation of the Rhineland, which would guarantee

the Netherlands’ safety.

- Denmark

Although Denmark maintained its neutrality throughout the war, it was subjected to some

pressure from the Germans. Naval mines were laid in Danish waters, despite international law

prohibiting such. The nation also partook in trade with nations of both the Entente and Central

Powers, including the exportation of canned meat to Germany. The reduction of arms and

demilitarisation would guarantee Denmark’s safety. It also seeks the acquisition of

Schleswig-Holstein from Germany.

- Mexico

Despite officially declaring neutrality, Mexico maintains a complex stance in the war. Had the

Zimmermann Telegram not been intercepted by British intelligence, it is very likely that the

United States would not have entered the war. As a result, tensions with the United States are

high, as the telegram promised Mexico Southern U.S. territory should the nation have chosen to

form an alliance with the Germans. Currently, Mexico is in danger of being invaded by the

United States, especially following the invasion of Veracruz in 1914. Mexico is most heavily

concerned with establishing its own safety and thus, may need to reconsider its relationship with

the Germans.

- Ethiopia

Ethiopia managed a neutral stance during the entire course of the war, despite German attempts

to rope the nation into an alliance. In 1915, German envoy Von Syburg was instructed to

promise Ethiopia recognition of any territory it may conquer during its war efforts for the

Central Powers. Ethiopia’s sixteen-year-old prince was on the verge of accepting this offer but

was deposed by the Orthodox church as soon as news of this circulated. Since then, Ethiopia has

been governed by emperor Ras Tafari as it seeks the demilitarisation of the Ottomans and the

establishment of the League of Nations.

- Finland

As a newly independent state after the signing of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, Finland is vying

for international recognition. The state has no business with Germany or Britain, but after a short

occupation under both Germany and Russia, understands the value of liberty and is willing to go

to extremes in order to achieve respectable status among the nations of the world.
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